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Abstract
In this paper, the real-time segmentation of surgical instruments with color images used in minimally invasive surgery is
addressed. This work has been developed in the scope of the robotized laparoscopic surgery, speciﬁcally for the detection and
tracking of gray regions and accounting for images of metallic instruments inside the abdominal cavity. With this environment, the
moving background due to the breathing motion, the non-uniform and time-varying lighting conditions and the presence of
specularities are the main difﬁculties to overcome. Then, to achieve an automatic color segmentation suitable for robot control, we
developed a technique based on a discriminant color feature with robustness capabilities with respect to intensity variations and
specularities. We also designed an adaptive region growing with automatic region seed detection and a model-based region
classiﬁcation, both dedicated to laparoscopy. The foreseen application is a good training ground to evaluate the proposed technique
and the effectiveness of this work has been demonstrated through experimental results with endoscopic image sequences to
efﬁciently locate boundaries of a landmark-free needle-holder at half the video-rate.
r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Background
One can observe in the last few years the increase of
computer vision applications in assisted surgery, in
particular to intra-operative guidance procedures. One
of these techniques is the minimally invasive surgery like
the laparoscopy. In laparoscopic surgery, small incisions
are made in the human abdomen to introduce surgical
instruments as well as a laparoscopic optical lens (a
laparo-scope) connected to a camera, through trocars.
Looking at a monitor device, the surgeon moves the
instruments in order to perform the desired surgical task
[1]. Minimally invasive surgery is a very attractive
technique since it avoids surgical opening and it reduces
the recovery time for the patient but, in counterpart, a

large number of repetitive gestures such as the cleaningsuction process, clamping, cauterization, needle manipulation are needed and requires much training from the
surgeon. Moreover, the main drawback of this surgical
technique is the posture of the surgeon which is very
tiring. In the last few years (less than a decade),
robotized laparoscopic systems have appeared [2] and
are designed to reduce the surgeon’s tiredness and to
increase the accuracy (like the Zeus medical robot from
Computer Motion Inc. [3] or the Da Vinci system from
the Intuitive Surgical Inc. [4]). With these systems, robot
arms are used to manipulate the surgical instruments as
well as the laparoscope. However, motions of instruments are constrained to by the insertion point in the
abdominal wall which reduces the mobility since only
four degrees of freedom are available.1 Our research in
this ﬁeld aims at expanding the potentialities of such
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In minimally invasive surgery, extensive range of articulations and
referred to as endowrist have been recently designed at the tip of some
laparoscopic instruments.
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systems by means of computer vision techniques to
realize semi-autonomous tasks.
With the help of a monocular vision system, there
exist several obstacles to achieve an accurate positioning
of laparoscopic instruments in the abdominal cavity.
The ﬁrst one is the unknown relative position and
orientation of the robot arm holding the instrument
with respect to the camera frame [5]. Other hard
problems are mostly emanating from the image segmentation and data interpretation with monochrome
camera. The aim of image segmentation is to divide an
image into parts that have a strong correlation with
objects or areas of the real world contained in the image.
In laparoscopy, difﬁculties are mainly due to the
complexity of the observed scene, the time-varying
lighting conditions, the moving background (due to
breathing and heart beating) and the presence of many
specularities and bloodstained parts onto the instruments surface. To overcome some of these harmful
effects, prior researches involving color images to this
ﬁeld have been conducted and visual servoing techniques have been already applied to the laparoscopic
surgery. Casals et al. [6] employed patterned marks on
the instrument mounted onto an industrial robot to
realize an instrument tracking task. Projections of marks
in the image plane were approximated by straight lines
in the image segmentation process. This guidance system
worked at a sampling rate of 5 Hz with the aid of an
assistant. Hirzinger et al. [7] used a color stereovision
system to realize a tracking task with the endoscope
mounted on a robotic arm. With a judicious and simple
histogram analysis, they selected the color that did not
appear to artiﬁcially mark the instrument with that
color. This spectral mark was then used to control the
robot motion at a sampling rate of 17 Hz. An interesting
feature in this technique is the choice of the HSI color
space representation to bring to the color segmentation,
leading to a good robustness with respect to lighting
variations.
In order to assist the surgeon, we have conceived two
years ago an autonomous system that automatically
brings the instrument at the center of the endo-scopic
image. It included a video-rate visual servoing system
and the design of a special device to hold the surgical
instrument with tiny laser pointers and optical markers.
The laser pointer projected four spots onto the organ
surface which in turn were captured by a camera.
Optical markers (composed of three circular LEDs)
placed at the tip of the instrument were directly
projected onto the image and in conjunction with
images of the laser pattern, they were used to recover the depth between the pointed organ and the
instrument [5].
One can notice that all previous related works require
special markers, color images and are dedicated to
navigation of laparoscopic instruments inside the

abdominal cavity. To help the surgeon, more ambitious
tasks must be investigated. New proposed tasks may
require interactions with tissues and more autonomy.
For example, autonomous needle manipulation is one
such hard problem for which we wish to contribute
through some subtasks like fast instrument recognition
and localization so as to enhance capabilities of vision
for medical robots. Furthermore, since surgical instruments must be autoclavable for the surgical operation
and since several instruments may alternatively be used
through a trocar (depending on the subtask addressed),
it seems irrealistic to always keep some markers placed
on the surgical instrument. The objective of this paper is
to provide a robust segmentation of laparoscopic
instruments without additional landmarks and as fast
as possible in order to be integrated as a module of an
image guidance system. The development of a reliable
segmentation for color images as part of a vision-driven
endoscopic system is still a challenging task as mentioned by Ascari et al. in [8] which have presented an
autonomous color segmentation for subarachnoid
spinal images through endoscopes. It was part of an
obstacle-avoidance module for a vision-driven spinal
endoscopic system. Based on the luminance signal for
the lumen detection and chromaticity components (hue
and saturation) for the nerves and vessels recognition
inside the lumen, image segmentation was performed by
means of a multi-step approach with adaptive processings and histogram analysis. In a very recent work,
Burschka et al. [9] have presented several useful image
processings (from segmentation to registration) fully
dedicated to laparoscopy. In their approach they
developed a set of techniques (some of them are
adaptive algorithms) for tracking deforming surfaces
from stereo streams whereas we use image sequences of
a single-color camera. To conclude with related works, it
emerges that the ability of the whole segmentation to be
adaptive is a key feature for success. Adaptive algorithms may be computationally expensive, thus one
must deal as well with low and high resolutions but also
with efﬁcient implementations. In laparoscopic surgery,
most of surgical instruments are metallic leading to the
presence of gray regions but also high surface reﬂectance
in the image. To deal with these phenomena, we propose
a segmentation scheme which ﬁrst consists in some
improvements of robust existing algorithms applied to a
color-based region segmentation, second consists in the
design of an automatic region seed detection followed
by a region growing with adaptive-threshold, and third
we developed a model-based regions classiﬁcation
dedicated to images through laparoscopes.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, low-level processings emphasizing the color
purity component are detained. This section also
includes an efﬁcient region smoothing algorithm and
introduces the color feature used. The region-based
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color segmentation is developed in Section 3 and we
describe in this section the automatic region seed
detection together with the region growing. Throughout
this paper, experimental results are presented with color
images of laparoscopic surgical instruments in presence
of living tissues. Section 4 presents the region classiﬁcation based on region-boundary pixels. In the same
section, results concerning the region shape description
with moments are applied to the on-line estimation of
the insertion point localization. In Section 5, we give
computation times of each stage of this fast color
segmentation and we conclude the paper in Section 6.
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2. Segmentation using color features
2.1. Introduction
A fundamental requirement of reliable vision systems
is the ability to extract from digital images visual cues
relevant to the imaged scene. To handle the big amount
of data contained in a video information, segmentation
as well as classiﬁcation/recognition and parameterization are some important steps which produce a data
representation in structural form. Most of earlier works
in the ﬁeld of data classiﬁcation involved techniques
mainly based on Markov Random Fields (MRF-based
energy minimization), multiresolution scheme, statistics
or Genetic Algorithms (GA) which are not yet
compatible with a real-time video control [10]. For
applications involving robots, image segmentation as
well as classiﬁcation and recognition must also be fully
automated and when one has to deal with color images,
it is suitable to take advantage of the multispectral
contents of the video information. With color images, a
pixel is a mixture of the three fundamental colors: red,
green and blue (RGB) and there exist many representations to encode this information. The RGB space [11]
may be the most well-known color representation since
it is useful for data storage. However, some color image
processings such as enhancement and restoration
require that only the luminance component (as the
amount of visible light) to be processed whereas some
other applications require color (hue and saturation)
components to be preserved or modiﬁed [12,13]. It is
known that the human eye can detect only in the
neighborhood of one or two dozen intensity levels at any
point in a complex image due to brightness adaptation,
but it can differentiate thousands of color shades and
intensities [14,15]. Following this purpose, the color
saturation seems to be a discriminant attribute for gray
regions segmentation since it is a measure of the amount
of white within the color despite that it may be affected
by surface reﬂectance [16]. A low saturation value
indicates a low colored pixel and a high value
corresponds to a purely colored pixel. Coordinate

Region growing and
region-boundaries computations

image with segmented
grey regions with commun
boundaries with the image
borders

Compute Shape descriptors
and classify the segmented regions

regions corresponding to
surgical instruments

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed segmentation.

systems related to the psychological perceptual attributes (Hue, Saturation and Intensity—HSI for short)
are more adequat for analyzing colors distribution in the
image than RGB since the chromaticity plane (H and S)
is perpendicular to the intensity axis and furthermore,
RGB space brings a non-uniform chromaticity scale
[17]. This is inappropriate when most segmentation
techniques need a similarity measure to discriminate two
colors [13]. In the chromaticity plane, hue and saturation are, respectively, related to the orientation and
magnitude. Transformations to other perceptually based
spaces such as CIE Lab and CIE Luv need much
computation time and do not provide discriminating
cues more signiﬁcant. In [18], the color saturation is
related with RGB by
S ¼13

minfR; G; Bg
.
RþGþB

(1)

This deﬁnition clearly shows that pixels may have the
same saturation whatever are their brightness or color
hue values (excepted for the singularity located at
R ¼ G ¼ B ¼ 0). There exist other deﬁnitions for the
saturation signal like the radius of the chromaticity
circle perpendicular to the luminance axis, as it is with
YIQ color coordinates system (Fig. 1).
2.2. Saturation enhancement
With the objective of improving the detection of gray
regions in the image, we intend to look for a little bit
more discriminant visual cue in this subsection in order
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to better classify chromatic pixels from achromatic ones.
With the purpose of highlighting this aspect, we propose
to deﬁne the color purity with a slightly modiﬁcation of
the above deﬁnition for saturation as follows:
S0 ¼ 1 

minfR; G; Bg
.
maxfR; G; Bg

are labeled as ‘‘meaningless’’. The region of interest is
assumed to be gray and will be referred to as the
foreground. It could not be assumed to be the only gray
region in the whole image since other parts of image can
also contained many pixels with a gray distribution.
This is mainly due to the presence of specular reﬂections
(near the image center in Fig. 2(a)) or hue discontinuities, both are accounting for local disturbances in the
detection of regions of interest (as it is for color
transitions occurring at the needle boundaries) leading
to high brightness values and low color purity values
(see Fig. 5). At specular areas, pixels can be ‘‘repaired’’
by means of an iterative extraction/interpolation process
of the local image structure [19]. However, the
computational cost of existing algorithms are too high
to look to a real-time implementation. Moreover,
specularities may appear in the background as well as
in the imaged part of a surgical instrument. So, we chose
another way to deal with this problem as it will be
explained in the next section.

(2)

This can be thought as a color purity stretching with a
simple non-linear point operation. Compared to the
saturation attribute deﬁned in (1), this new color purity
attribute is a little bit more sensitive to brightness
changes but mainly for chromatic pixels. In counterpart,
S0 rather affects more high values than low values which
tends to separate more chromatic pixels from achromatic ones. For instance, with ðR; G; BÞ ¼ ð3; 6; 3Þ, the
saturation S ¼ 14 whereas S 0 ¼ 12 for this rather green
pixel. The original saturation value is identical to the
one computed with some much more gray pixels, such as
with ðR; G; BÞ ¼ ð3; 4; 5Þ but not S0 which has a lower
value (S 0 ¼ 25). The effect of this new attribute is
illustrated in Fig. 2 in which one can see that the
absolute difference |S0 S| is more signiﬁcant for high
values than for low values. To display the bottom left
image in Fig. 2, a color transformation from RGB to
HSI coordinate system is carried out and S0 is computed
with Eq. (2). Then, the transformation from HSI to
RGB is computed with S0 instead of S.
In addition to a low saturation value, pixels can
equally be categorized as achromatic if the brightness is
very low or very high (for intensity values lower than
10% or greater than 90% of full scale as suggested by
Ikonomakis [15]). So, pixels that fall into this category

2.3. Fast and shape-preserved edges filtering
Noise ﬁltering is commonly used as one of the ﬁrst
operations applied to digitized images. Non-linear
ﬁltering allows to detect lack of spatial coherence and
either replace an inconsistent pixel value by using some
or all pixels in a neighborhood. Such low-level processing is crucial to keep away an over-segmentation result
which is very awkward for pixels classiﬁcation. Some of
non-linear ﬁlters have the capabilities to smooth
intensity values of pixels in a given region and to
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Fig. 2. Images of laparoscopic instruments (needle-holder and the needle). (a—top) original color image. (a—bottom) color image with the modiﬁed
saturation attribute S0 . (b) Comparison between saturation S (blue) and modiﬁed saturation S0 (red) for pixels on the horizontal line at middle height
of the top left image. Color purity value is enhanced for chromatic pixels whereas it is quasi-unchanged for nearly achromatic ones.
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equally preserve the topological properties of edges. The
homogeneity plays a signiﬁcant role in separating the
objects from each other, usually in separating the region
of interest from the background and a very attractive
color segmentation based on homogeneity histogram
has been presented by Cheng et al. [20] and a
comparative study of performances for the mostly used
non-linear ﬁlters is given by Seeman [21] or Pitas [22] for
instance. For instance, the apply of anisotropic diffusion
to computer vision received a great attention, since this
technique encourages smoothing within a region
whereas region boundaries remain sharp [23]. However,
although a geometry-driven approach is elegant and
powerful, it suffers from a cumbersome computing time,
and in practice it is not (yet) suitable as part of a videorate tracking scheme. The so-called sigma ﬁlter proposed by Lee [24] is a good computational tradeoff.
With the sigma ﬁlter, a pixel can be averaged with its
neighbors that are close in value. Lee suggests looking to
all values in the neighborhood of a given pixel (u,v) and
averaging f(u,v) only with those values that are within
the two-sigma (s) interval of f. If N(u,v) is the
(2w+1) (2w+1) neighborhood size around the pixel
(u,v), then the estimate f~ is computed with
8
1 X
>
<
f ðu; vÞ if nc Xa cardfNg;
f~ðu; vÞ ¼ nc ðm;nÞ2N c
(3)
>
: f ðu; vÞ
otherwise;
where
N c ¼ fðm; nÞ 2 Nðu; vÞ : jf ðu; vÞ  f ðm; nÞjp2sg
9
and nc ¼ cardfN c g. If less than a ¼ 100
of the pixels
(also suggested by Lee) in N(u,v) are close in value to the
pixel (u,v), the pixel value is left unchanged; such pixel is
presumably a region-boundary pixel. This is illustrated
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in Fig. 3 with endoscopic images of Fig. 2(a). Compared
to the well-known median ﬁlter, the sigma ﬁlter is more
efﬁcient for smoothing regions since the median ﬁlter is
much more dedicated to peak noise cleaning rather than
gaussian noise cleaning.
The sigma ﬁlter is a much more computationally
intensive algorithm than the well-known implementation of the median ﬁlter, based on a local histogram,
due to Huang et al. [25], since the latter one is as fast
as separable linear ﬁlters to compute. However, to
obtain similar smoothing effect as with the sigma ﬁlter,
the median ﬁlter must be used iteratively. One may
deal directly with the color image to perform the
sigma ﬁltering since various multichannel modiﬁcations
of the sigma ﬁltering concept have been proposed for
color image processing [26,27]. However, it requires too
many computations in regard to real-time capabilities
with PCs. Here, we propose an approximation of the
sigma ﬁlter which may be close in performances to the
iterative median ﬁlter thanks to an efﬁcient implementation of the ﬁltering. Since we have no idea about
appropriate value for the contrast parameter s, a
method for estimating its value should be useful to get
a noise reduction and segmentation with low loss of
details [28]. In a similar manner to Perona and Malik in
a classical scale-space analysis of the diffusion process
[23], we used the so-called noise estimator described by
Canny [29] but also revisited and compared with a
morphological method in [30]. According to this
method, the histogram of the absolute values of the
gradient throughout the image is computed. Then the
90% of value of its cumulative sum at each integration
step is taken as a noise estimator. This is illustrated in
Fig. 4(a and b).
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Fig. 3. (a) Histograms of the color saturation feature S (blue) and the modiﬁed saturation feature S0 (red) all over the input image. (b) idem but once
the sigma ﬁltering has been proceed. The homogenization effect within a class of pixels and the stretch of the histogram towards the high saturation
values are both signiﬁcant.
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Fig. 4. (a) Histogram of the gradient magnitude of saturation image for image in Fig. 2(a). (b) The histogram of cumulative sum. The value chosen
for s is the abscissa coordinate corresponding to 90% of the maximum. (c) The ‘‘evolute-shape’’ run coding to speed-up the sigma ﬁltering. Pixels
denoted with Q, R and S are also set to f~ðu; vÞ if all the pixels labeled with ‘‘1’’ up to ‘‘15’’ in the neighborhood have values within the two-sigma
interval.

To reduce the computations with the sigma ﬁlter, we
have assumed that there are many more pixels inside a
region than region-boundary pixels. This means that
there are a majority of pixels (u,v) for which the quantity
nc(u,v) is greater than (a cardfNg), thus there are many
more pixels to smooth than unchanged pixels. This
reasonable assumption guides us to present the following scheme which is an approximation of the sigma
ﬁlter. The neighborhood N(u,v) with cardfNg ¼ ð2w þ
1Þ2 pixels is not entirely looked into. The counter nc is
incremented if a pixel value is within the two-sigma
interval. Once nc is greater than a fraction bðb4aÞ of
cardfNg, the pixel value f (u,v) is averaged with these
neighbors whatever are the others (ð1  bÞ cardfNg)
pixels inside the neighborhood. Then, the computations
cost strongly depends on the value for b. To get an
accurate smoothing, it must be chosen greater than a,
and the smoothing must be done with the closest
neighbors preferably to pixels near the neighborhood
boundaries (typically, b is 45% (if w42 otherwise b ¼ 15
25
for w ¼ 2) and a is 9%). Moreover, the (unvisited) pixels
(u+1,v), (u+1,v+1), (u,v+1) are often strongly correlated with the pixel (u,v). To do so, an ‘‘evolute-shape’’
run coding centered to the current pixel (u,v) is
automatically built to carry out the algorithm either to
smooth the central pixel with the (nearly) closest pixels
and either to set the three pixels (u+1,v), (u+1,v+l),
(u,v+1) to the value f~ðu; vÞ if the 15 ﬁrst neighbors of the
run are all in the two-sigma interval. This very simple
algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 4(c) for w ¼ 2 and applied
to the image in Fig. 2(a).
Quantitatively, the performance in noise reduction
and edge preservation may be measured as the ratio of
the number of region-pixel Nr and the total number of
pixels NP. Depending on the value for parameter b and

the size w of the neighborhood, this ratio can be seen as
a degree of over-segmentation (see Fig. 5(a)). A
comparison of the apply of anisotropic diffusion and
the sigma ﬁlter to the image of color purity is shown in
Fig. 5(b and c). One can observe that homogenization
and edges structure preservation are very similar
whereas the computing time is greatly reduced with
the proposed implementation of the sigma ﬁlter.
However, it is still too much time consuming to achieve
the video-rate. Then, an image pyramid is built [31] to
reduce the computations.
2.4. A quasi-invariant photometric color feature
A signiﬁcant improvement in color understanding is
the dichromatic reﬂection model due to Shafer 20 years
ago. This model separates the reﬂected light into body
reﬂection (object color) and surface reﬂection (specularities). The connection between differential-based features
and photometric invariance theory has been proposed by
Geusebroek et al., and recently, van de Weijer et al. [32]
have presented a new class of features also derived from
the dichromatic reﬂection model which do not have the
inherent instabilities of the previous ones. A very
important property shared by all the proposed features
(also called shadow-shading specular quasi-invariants) is
their perpendicularity to the shadow-shading direction
and the specular direction. This kind of features is very
suitable for an edge-based color segmentation since the
authors have shown that it introduces a less edge
displacement than many other features. Keeping in mind
a region-based segmentation for the current work, we
have considered the following quantity:
H ¼ S 0 H,

(4)
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Fig. 5. (a) Inﬂuence of the neighborhood size w and parameter b on the over-segmentation. (b) Results with the anisotropic diffusion process (an
implementation due to Perona et al.) applied to the color purity feature S0 for image in Fig. 2(a) (30 iterations, K ¼ 10, l ¼ 0:25, computational time
is about 2 s). (c) Results with the efﬁcient implementation of (an approximation of) the sigma ﬁltering (s ¼ 8, w ¼ 8, b ¼ 45%, computational time is
60 ms for the (640 240) image).

where H is the color hue feature
0

1

1
B
C
2 ½ðR  GÞ þ ðR  BÞ
H ¼ arccos@qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A.
2
ðR  GÞ þ ðR  BÞðG  BÞ

(5)

and from which the ﬁrst derivative is closely related to the
shadow-shading-specular quasi-invariant jHcx j ¼ S  H x .
Hx denotes the spatial differentiation of the hue H and a
change of H may also occur with a change of the color
purity S0 [32]. A well-known drawback of hue is its
undeﬁnedness for achromatic pixels, i.e., for small S0 and
small changes round the gray axis result in large changes
of the direction of that quasi-invariant and therefore the
derivative of hue is unbounded. However, van de Weijer
et al. have shown that the norm of Hcx remains bounded.
It follows that its integral is also bounded, and hence, H
is bounded (Fig. 6).

3. Region-based segmentation
With the resulting smoothed image of the color hue
saturation feature H, a region-based segmentation
technique is carried out to provide closed region
boundaries. We select one of the existing seeded region

growing techniques [33] and taken advantages of the
current context, initial seeds are automatically detected
and located with local statistical characteristics. Hence,
an histogram-based adaptive thresholding for region
growing is presented.
3.1. Region seed detection
In this part, we present the automatic detection of
seeds to initiate the region growing process. It is fully
dedicated to endoscopic images in laparoscopy, since
projections of laparoscopes in the image are known to
always intersect image borders (any laparoscope is
constrained to pass through the incision point). As a
consequence, the signal H is analyzed only at image
borders, that is inside a crown of few pixels of width. If a
pixel with a H value smaller than a threshold tH is
found, the process is looking for consecutive pixels so
long as the H value is below this threshold and thus
detecting the local minimum. Its position is chosen as
the seed location and the mean value computed with the
set of pixels below the threshold is taken as the seed
value (if the number of such achromatic pixels is
signiﬁcant with respect to the image size). The process
is repeated all along the image borders and provides
several putative seeds for region growing. Two problems
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Fig. 6. The discriminance of the color feature H and its robustness with respect to specularities and changes in intensity. (top) Images picked up
from a video sequence. (middle) The apply of the sigma ﬁlter to the image of the modiﬁed saturation S0 . (bottom) The apply of the sigma ﬁlter to the
color feature H. Differences between the left middle and left bottom images are not very signiﬁcant for the strongly red-colored background of the
top image with few specularities whereas differences are noticeable on right images with many specularities onto the instrument surface and with a
less colored background.

are encountered with this method. First, an unexpected
low value for H may occur at the vicinity of image
borders in presence of high reﬂectance or low illumination and leads to the detection of a ‘‘false’’ seed. This
problem will be solved thanks to the region classiﬁcation. The second problem is the determination of the
threshold tH . With a too low value, may be no seed is
found and the process fails in the detection of
instruments. With a too high value, many seeds are
detected, leading to expand many regions. To tackle
this, the mean mH and the standard deviation sH of the
set of H values are computed all along the crown and
ðmH  sH Þ is taken as the threshold tH and provides
satisfactory results (see Fig. 9 (right)).
3.2. Region growing and boundaries computation
Given the set of detected seeds S 1 ; . . . ; Sq , each step of
a recursive region growing incorporates one additional
pixel with a four-connected neighborhood operator. At
each step, the position of the unallocated pixel (u,v)
replaces the initial seed and preceding allocated pixel
(x,y) to generate homogeneous regions R1 ; . . . ; Rq . To
do so, a criterion of homogeneity must be satisﬁed and
the pixel (u,v) is said to belong to the same class as one
of its neighbors. The choice of the homogeneity criterion

is critical for even moderate success of region growing.
Here, a threshold s for the fast and shape-preserved
edges ﬁltering has been previously estimated. The
parameter s can be thought as a homogeneity threshold
and the criterion used is the absolute difference in the
joint hue saturation values
jHðu; vÞ  Hðx; yÞjos.

(6)

Moreover, given the seed location, an histogram of a
subimage with the color hue saturation attribute H is
computed. It is a means of estimating the most
appropriate threshold t for the region growing starting
with that seed. The size of the subimage is a quarter of
the image size and is deﬁned as illustrated in Fig. 7(a).
This way, the produced histogram shows two dominant
modes, once it is smoothed with a gaussian (see Fig. 7(b
and c)). Then, among the numerous existing histogrambased methods for thresholding, we employ the Otsu’s
approach which minimizes the within-group variance of
this two-class clustering problem [34]. To be more
precise, we used the efﬁcient implementation due to
Reddi et al. [35] and in addition to the homogeneity
criterion deﬁned by Eq. (6), the unallocated pixel (u,v)
must also satisfy
jHðu; vÞjot.

(7)
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Fig. 7. Estimation of the threshold t for any region to grow. (a) The deﬁnition of the subimage used for computing the histogram, (b) its histogram
and (c) smoothed bi-modal histogram and the threshold found (t ¼ 51) with the Otsu’s method.

Fig. 8. Inﬂuence of the threshold value t on the region growing results with image of the joint hue saturation (ﬁltered) issued from the left bottom
image in Fig. 2(a). (a) t ¼ 35. (b) t ¼ 51 (Otsu’s threshold). (c) t ¼ 72 and (d) t ¼ 120.
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Fig. 8 shows the inﬂuence of that threshold value on the
region growing results. With a too low threshold value,
many region pixels are missing, whereas with a too high

threshold value, several regions have been merged,
yielding to fail the forthcoming region recognition stage.
Pixels in the same region are labeled with the same
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Fig. 9. Four examples ((a)–(d)) of the region-based segmentation. (left) Regions have been grown (some have been merged or removed) and those
corresponding to the image of surgical instruments are always detected. (right) Color feature H all along the image borders (the top-left image corner
is taken as the origin and the run is clockwise). The horizontal straight line is corresponding to the threshold tH .
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Fig. 10. Region classiﬁcation with the similarity measure Df based on 30 normalized Fourier descriptors for a video sequence of 52 images. (a)
Segmentation of a sample image extracted from the video sequence. The green region is that of corresponding to the instrument. (b) The most similar
region to the model of laparoscopic instrument is that of corresponding to the smallest Df value (green curve).

symbol whereas pixels in distinct regions are labeled by
different symbols. Hence, the classical Papert’s ‘‘turtle’’
algorithm [18] is performed to locate the boundaries
using a dynamic thresholding. Fig. 9 (left) illustrates
such segmentation with four examples: (a) no instrument in the image, (b) a needle-holder holding a needle,
(c) two instruments with different mean gray values, (d)
two instruments with specularities. Among all segmented regions, those corresponding to the surgical instruments have always been selected.

4. Region classiﬁcation
To recognize the region corresponding to the laparoscopic instrument, each region has to be characterized
by a set of compact descriptors which is invariant to
geometrical variations such as scaling, rotation, translation, etc. Then, given a simple model of the instrument,
we characterize image regions with a compact representation and we are looking for a similarity measure to
match image regions with the object model. For this
purpose, two approaches have been investigated, the
ﬁrst one is using the Fourier descriptors and the second
one is dealing with moments.
4.1. Robust classification with region boundaries
In order to extract a ﬁnite set of numerical features
characterizing a region, we can use its boundary and
apply a Fourier parameterization [36,37]. For that
purpose, we consider the (u,v) coordinates of each point
belonging to a boundary as a complex number u+iv.
The closed contour can be represented with a periodic
function of the arc length l : f ðlÞ ¼ uðlÞ þ ivðlÞ and
thereby expanded in a Fourier series. After an appropriate normalization step, we get a set faqk g of normalized Fourier descriptors (NFDs) representing

conveniently a compact feature set that characterizes a
region Rq. Given the reference set faok g of NFDs
accounting for the instrument model (a shape description for a gray rectangle), a similarity measure is
evaluated (with a ﬁnite number of terms) for each
region Rq according to
Dqf

¼

nf
X

jaqk  aok j2 :

(8)

k¼1

A minimum value for Dqf indicates the most similar
region shape to the model of the instrument. This
technique has been evaluated on endoscopic image
sequences. Fig. 10 illustrates the robustness of the
proposed technique with nf ¼ 30 terms in the decomposition with the NFD. One can observe that the
instrument (green curve) is well detected all along the
sequence despite the presence of regions corresponding
to highlights or other artefacts.
4.2. H-based region classification with moments
In this part, we are looking for region descriptors
based on image moments. Denoting by Oin the inside
region of a shape, moments are statistical characteristics
which are able to encode both the shape and the graylevel distribution inside the regions. It is a very wellknown description of shape and intensity distribution
G(u,v). The moment of order (i+j) is deﬁned by
Z Z
mij ¼
ui vj Gðu; vÞ du dv.
(9)
Oin

It is used for a long time in shape recognition and visual
inspection, since it is very easy to compute and robust
w.r.t. noise but it is not reliable in presence of occlusion
or geometric transformation. However, there exist seven
moments invariant to translation, rotation and scale
also known as Hu’s moment and there exists a set of
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Fig. 11. Localization of the projection of the incision point onto the image plane by means of the central moments of selected image regions
corresponding to the two instruments and computed all along an image sequence (a sequence of 52 images, from which images in Fig. 9(d) are picked
up). (a) Intersections of red straight lines are corresponding to the trocar localization of the left instrument and is quite motionless, while (b)
intersections of blue lines are corresponding to the trocar localization of the instrument, which is moving during the sequence.

four moments, Ik, invariant to afﬁne transformations as
those derived from the ﬁrst-, second- and third-order
central moments mij, (i+jo3) and proposed by Flusser
and Suk [38]. For a H-based classiﬁcation and with
digitized images, mij is computed with
XX
mij ¼
ðu  ūÞi ðv  v̄Þj ð1  G s ðHðu; vÞÞÞ;
(10)
u

4
X
k¼1

4.3. Application to the trocar location

v

where (ū ¼ m10 =m00 , v̄ ¼ m01 =m00 ) is the centroid of the
region, and G s ðHÞ is the ﬁlter output for the joint
hue saturation color feature as input. Assuming that
the object model is a simple gray rectangle
(R ¼ G ¼ B ¼ 127), all we only need is to ﬁnd the most
similar region in the image to that rectangle according to
these descriptors. To do so, the joint hue saturation
color distribution inside the detected image region, Rq, is
used to derive the four moments I qk , (k ¼ 1; . . . ; 4). It is
clear that it is a very simple object model compared to
the image of a laparoscopic instrument and the
projection in the image is rather closely related with
perspective projection than the orthogonal projection.
As a consequence, afﬁne invariant moments may not be
the most appropriate descriptors for object recognition
in the presence of strong perspective effect. Nevertheless, we do not intend to deal with completely
projective invariants, we only wish to ﬁnd the most
similar image region to the object model. Thus, like with
the Fourier descriptors, a reference set I ok of afﬁne
moments is built and a similar measure is evaluated for
each region Rq according to
Dqm ¼

Since for many image regions, it is not possible to
transform a rectangular object to approximate the shape
with an afﬁnity, the minimum value for Dqm indicates the
image region the most similar to the model.

jI qk  I ok j2 :

(11)

In robotized laparoscopy, it is of prime importance to
predict the trocar position, since for some difﬁcult
tasks such like suturing, it is a crucial parameter in the
method to plan the displacement of the instrument so as
to constrain the needle to follow an acceptable path
during stitching [39]. Since the central moments are
computed during the computation of the afﬁne invariant
moments, the principal axis of the selected region is
determined. It is both used for estimating the tip of the
instrument and the incision point over an image
sequence. The three second-order moments form the
components of the following matrix (called the inertial
tensor):
"
#
m02 m11
J¼
(12)
m11 m20
and the orientation of the instrument axis is given by the
eigenvector associated to the smallest eigenvalue of the
matrix J. In Fig. 11, the incision point of a needle-holder
is computed as intersections of principal axes with 52
images. Instrument on the left of the endoscopic image
of Fig. 9(d) does not move very much during the
sequence leading to a coarse location of the incision
point, whereas the incision point of the moving needleholder (right) is well localized.
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Table 1
Computing times for the overall segmentation (up to 4 regions) with
de-interlaced color image frames of size (640 240) (with a Pentium
IV, 3 GHz)
Video processings

Computing times (ms)

De-interlacing
Image pyramid (2 levels)
H computation
s estimation
Sigma ﬁltering (w ¼ 8, b ¼ 45%)
Seed detection
Region growing (up to 4 regions)
Region labeling/boundaries
Region classiﬁcation (Fourier descriptors)
Region classiﬁcation (moments)
Total

1
5
2
5
16 up to 25
1
3 up to 11
1
2 up to 4
2 up to 5
39 up to 61

5. Real-time computation issues
All previous presented image processing techniques
have been thought to be integrated in a vision module
for an image-guidance system with standard PC
computer (3 GHz) running Linux. It is a part of
computer-aided robotic assistant dedicated to surgical
laparoscopy and speciﬁcally for coelioscopy. For that
image processing pipeline with real-time segmentation
capabilities, we have reported in Table 1, computation
times measurements with endoscopic interlaced images
of size (640 480) from 3 video sequences of 500 color
images. De-interlacing is the ﬁrst operation following
the image acquisition. Two levels of an image pyramid
decomposition are built with the even ﬁeld providing an
image of size (320 120). The join hue saturation is
computed with formulae (2) and (4) for this small image
together with the sigma ﬁltering, the seed detection
algorithm and the region growing process. During this
experiment, no more than four regions were found to
compete in the two region classiﬁcation algorithms and
the proposed segmentation always requires less than
80 ms, ensuring half the video-rate.

6. Conclusion and future work
We have presented a fast (half the video-rate)
segmentation of gray regions in endoscopic color
images. This work has been developed with a view to
locating surgical instruments as well as endoscopes in a
robotized laparoscopic environment. Based on a joint
hue saturation color feature, we have presented an
automatic region seed detection and a region classiﬁcation dedicated to images of the abdominal cavity
through laparoscopes. We have also improved some
fast video processings which work well despite the
moving background, the high reﬂectance of organs and
instruments surfaces, the non-uniform and time-varying
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lighting conditions. An extension of this work would
consist in a tracking software to speed up the proposed
segmentation over the video sequence. It is also one step
toward a computer-aided suturing system currently in
progress [39] and which requires, among other things,
the 3-D localization of the insertion point to guide of the
surgical needle-holder.
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